
Find answers with such ease, it's like magic.

Time -Saving Electronic Books
Look up scripture or the right word with unbelievable ease -built-in computer chips do all the work.

BOOKMAN
EXPANDABLE ELECTRONIC BOOR

RA%

A visionary new concept
Each Bookman model contains a built-in, best-selling reference work, plus
the exclusive Bookman cartridge slot. This unique feature lets you add a
book simply by inserting a Bookman cartridge into the slot. Replacing
one domino -sized cartridge with another takes just seconds.

Dozens of Bookman titles are available by special -order at your nearby

RadioShack, with many more being added -includes subjects to meet
every need.
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"The Franklin Bible -The
fastest; surest way I've found
for reference and concordance
work. And it's fun."

Fran"
Pocket-size King James Bible
KJB-440. Small enough to fit in a pocket, yet it contains
the complete text of Old and New Testaments. Has full con-
cordance with a powerful Search function that finds scrip-

ture at computer speeds. Type in the word or phrase you're looking for and touch a button -in
seconds the verse appears. Also looks up scripture with words having the same or similar
meaning. Plus, by inserting a Bookmaq cartridge in the back, you can have another complete
book available -your Bible becomes a reader for other Franklin electronic books. (TSP)
63-2111 79.99
Pocket-size Bible in New International Version®. RSU 11465358 89.99
New International Version TM of International Bible Society

An Amazing Variety of Franklin Bookman'" Products is available for fast
shipment direct to your door through RadioShack Unlimited. Come check our big in-store catalog.

America's
top -selling
dictionary
COL -640. The Merriam-
Webster's Collegiate')
Dictionary in electronic

form is even easier to use! Provides over 500,000 in-
depth and up-to-date definitions. Includes easy -to -

use spell checker and handy tables such as metric
system and world moneys. Plays 5 popular word
games. RSU 11608874 99.99

Concise
Columbia
Encyclopedia
Franklin ENC-640. If
you thought the book
was handy, wait until
you see the electronic

version! Has six search methods for rapidly finding
information in the 12,700 articles. Cross referencing
of related articles. Provides easy -to -use spelling cor-
rection, bookmarks, and a search thesaurus.
RSU 11608882 99.99

Merriam -
Webster' pocket
dictionary and
thesaurus
MWD-440. With 274,000
definitions, 496,000 syn-
onyms, and spelling correc-
tion. Confusables® feature
helps distinguish commonly

confused words. 3 games. Has Bookman slot
RSU 11573052 69.99

Advanced
dictionary
& thesaurus
ADV-640. Franklin's elec-
tronic version of this
comprehensive Merriam -

Webster reference work is even easier to use than the
original book. Provides over 300,000 in-depth defini-
tions, 500,000 synonyms and phonetic spelling
correction. Confusables® feature helps with words
that sound alike but aren't. Three popular word
games. Bookman slot lets you add another book
anytime. RSU 11608858 89.99
Pocket dictionary/thesaurus ADV-440. RSU 11608908, 69.99

More Bookman pocket -sized
electronic reference books are available
Here are just a few of the many electronic books available by fast
special -order through RadioShack Unlimited -come in and see all we
have to offer.

Betty Crocker Cookbook. 1,000 delicious recipes. RSU 11559747 59.99
Total Baseball Encyclopedia. Stats of players, more. RSU 11559770 49.99
Diet and Nutrition Guide. Calories, fat, cholesterol, diets. RSU 11559598 39.99
Parker's Wine Guide. 7,500 wines. Search by vintage, rating. RSU 11559762 59.99
Bartender's Guide. 2,200 drink recipes. "How to" hints. RSU 11559754 49.99
Pocket Quicken'. Links to PC (see page 272). RSU 11577525 129.99

King James
Bible desktop
version
KJB-640. Same as above,
but with larger keys and
screen. Type size can be ad-

justed up or down to suit your viewing preference.
With Bookman slot in the back. Requires 4 "AAA"
batteries. 63-2008 99.99
Holy Bible in New International Version®. Large com-
fortable keyboard and a big display with adjustable type
size. Easy -to -use search function. Bookman cartridge slot.
RSU 11461944 99.99

Speaking
dictionary
and thesaurus
MWS-840. Now when
you look up a new word,
you can hear it pro-

nounced out loud! Has 274,000 definitions, 496,000
synonyms, phonetic spelling correction and crossword
puzzle solver. With Bookman cartridge slot. Requires
4 "AAA" batteries. (TSP) 63-2100 129.99
Dictionary/thesaurus. Same as above, but non -speaking
version. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. (TSP) 63-2101. . 79.99

Advanced
thesaurus
& dictionary
ATH -440. Perfect way
to start a Bookman li-
brary! This basic refer-
ence book is a powerful
pocket-size thesaurus
with 500,000 synonyms
and antonyms. Couldn't

be easier to use. With 100,000 -word spelling correc-
tion and dictionary, just enter a word the way it
sounds and get back the correct spelling plus a com-
plete list of synonyms. Helps with words that sound
alike but are spelled differently. Type size can be ad-
justed up or down. (TSP) 63-2110 49.99
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items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door
from RadioShack Unlirrktee' Shipping and pricing information on page 4.

Merriam Webster & Collegiate, TM of Merriam -Webster, Inc Franklin,
Bookman Conlusables, TM of Franklin Electronic Publishers, Inc.


